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NEW QUESTION: 1
You need to expand an existing array by adding disk drives.
Which tool should you use to complete this task?
A. HP Flexible Array Storage Tool
B. HP Smart Storage Administrator
C. HP Array Diagnostic Utility

D. HP Option ROM Configuration for Arrays
Answer: B
Explanation:
HP Smart Storage Administrator (HP SSA) offers a single
interface that quickly sets up, configures and manages the HP
Smart Arrays controllers and the HP SAS Host Bus Adapters
(HBA).
Reference: HP Smart Storage Administrator User Guide

NEW QUESTION: 2
The Brice Health Plan submitted to Clarity Health Services a
letter of intent indicating Brice's desire to delegate its
demand management function to Clarity. One true statement about
this letter of intent is that it
A. prohibits Clarity from performing similar delegation
activities for other health plans
B. most likely contains a confidentiality clause committing
Brice and Clarity to maintain the confidentiality of documents
reviewed and exchanged in the process
C. creates a legally binding relationship between Brice and
Clarity
D. most likely contains a detailed description of the functions
that Brice will delegate to Clarity
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
A new algorithm has been written in Python to identify SPAM
e-mails. The algorithm analyzes the free text contained within
a sample set of 1 million e-mails stored on Amazon S3. The
algorithm must be scaled across a production of 5 PB, which
also resides in Amazon S3 storage Which AWS service strategy is
best for this use case?
A. Copy the data into Amazon ElasticCache to perform text
analysis on the in-memory data and export the results of the
model into Amazon machine learning
B. Initiate a python job from AWS Data pipeline to run directly
against the Amazon S3 text files
C. Use Amazon Elasticsearch service to store the text and then
use the Python Elastic search client to run analysis against
the text index
D. Use Amazon EMR to parallelize the text analysis tasks across
the cluster using a streaming program step
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 4
What is the Cisco Telepresence 1X5200?
A. an advanced all-in-one desktop collaboration solution

featuring high-definition video
B. a state-of-the-art triple screen solution featuring a dual
row of seats for up to 18 people
C. a flexible videoconferencing solution designed for small
huddle spaces
D. an intelligent dual-camera speaker tracking solution with
two LED screens
Answer: B
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